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ANALYSIS OF NORMALIZED LEAST MEAN SQUARES-BASED
CONSENSUS ADAPTIVE FILTERS UNDER A GENERAL
INFORMATION CONDITION\ast 
SIYU XIE\dagger  AND LEI GUO\dagger 
\bfA \bfb \bfs \bft \bfr \bfa \bfc \bft . A distributed adaptive filter can estimate an unknown signal of interest by a set of
sensors working cooperatively, when any individual sensor cannot fulfill the filtering task due to lack of
necessary information condition. This paper considers these kinds of filtering problems and focuses
on a class of consensus normalized least mean squares-based algorithms. A general and weakest
possible cooperative information condition is introduced to guarantee the stability of these kinds of
adaptive filters, without resorting to commonly used but stringent conditions such as independence
and stationarity of the system signals, which makes our theory applicable to feedback systems.
Moreover, this general information condition is shown to be not only sufficient but also necessary
for stability of the adaptive filters for a large class of random signals with decaying dependence. We
further show that the mean square tracking error matrix can be approximately calculated by a linear
deterministic difference matrix equation that can be easily evaluated and analyzed.
\bfK \bfe \bfy  \bfw \bfo \bfr \bfd \bfs . distributed adaptive filter, consensus algorithm, least mean squares, information
condition, stochastic stability, tracking performance
\bfA \bfM \bfS  \bfs \bfu \bfb \bfj \bfe \bfc \bft  \bfc \bfl \bfa \bfs \bfs \bfi fi\bfc \bfa \bft \bfi \bfo \bfn \bfs . 68W15, 62M20, 93E15
\bfD \bfO \bfI . 10.1137/16M1106791

1. Introduction. With the development of network technology, distributed filtering (or estimation) algorithms have been widely studied in many practical situations. Examples include collaborative spectral sensing in cognitive radio systems,
target localization in biological networks, fish schooling, bee swarming, and bird flight
in mobile adaptive networks; see, e.g., [34, 35]. It is well known that distributed filtering algorithms have some significant advantages over the centralized ones or the
fusion methods (cf., e.g., [1, 47]). In fact, the centralized algorithms usually require
the distributed sensor network to transmit the whole system information to a fusion
center to estimate the unknown signals, which may lack robustness at the fusion center
and need strong communication capability over the sensor networks. In many practical situations, sensors may only have the capability to exchange information locally
with their neighbors, which is the main motivation for the development of distributed
algorithms. Moreover, Sayed [33] showed that the performance of the distributed estimation algorithms could be improved to even reach the performance of the traditional
unweighted centralized estimation algorithm by optimizing the combination weights
of the network topology.
It goes without saying that different distributed strategies may give different distributed filtering algorithms, and three types of strategies have been investigated in
the literature, i.e., the incremental [6, 32, 39], consensus [3, 10, 20, 26, 27, 29, 36, 37],
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and diffusion [4, 5, 24, 28, 30, 31] strategies. Incremental techniques require to determine a cyclic path that runs across all nodes, which is generally an NP-hard problem.
Moreover, the consensus strategies were introduced early for distributed estimation
problems in [3, 20, 27, 29, 36], and the diffusion ones were investigated in [4, 5, 24].
Note that these two strategies are fully distributed and attract more research attentions, since they are scalable and robust. For examples, Solo [37] gave a stability
analysis of the consensus least mean squares (LMS) algorithm, Mateos, Schizas, and
Giannakis [27] studied the consensus-based recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm,
and Lopes and Sayed [24], Cattivelli and Sayed [4], Piggott and Solo [30, 31] introduced diffusion LMS schemes for distributed estimation and studied the stability and
performance of diffusion algorithms. Moreover, Carli et al. [3], Olfati-Saber [29], and
Cattivelli and Sayed [5] investigated distributed Kalman filtering algorithms. Chen
et al. [10] investigated a class of consensus-type cooperative adaptive identification
algorithms in continuous-time under a deterministic cooperative information condition. In addition, Nosrati et al. [28] studied the tracking behavior of a wide range
of adaptive networks and analyzed the mean square error performance of centralized,
incremental, and diffusion algorithms. Furthermore, Kar, Moura, and Poor [19] and
Kar, Moura, and Ramanan [20] considered the problem of distributed parameter estimation and established a globally observable condition under which the distributed
estimates are consistent and asymptotically normal. However, a diminishing adaptation gain was used in [19, 20], which may prevent the algorithms from tracking
unknown time-varying dynamic processes. Thus, we will use a fixed gain in this work,
which is widely used in the literature and enables the distributed algorithms to have
the ability for tracking time-varying parameters.
Although the distributed LMS algorithms can be applied to a wide class of signals
and requires no assumptions on the statistics of regression vectors and measurements,
when it comes to stability and performance evaluation, some statistical conditions are
necessarily required to carry out the theoretical analysis, as pointed out by Schizas,
Mateos, and Giannakis in [36]. In fact, due to the mathematical difficulty in analyzing
the product of random matrices (PRM), almost all the existing related literature
require certain spatial and/or temporal independence conditions on the system signals
in the stability and performance analysis.
That is not surprising, because even for the traditional single sensor case, the
stability analysis of estimation algorithms also requires independence and stationarity
in most of the literature (e.g., Widrow and Stearns [40] and Haykin [18]), with only
a few exceptions. For example, Solo and Kong [38] and Macchi [25] relaxed the
independence in a certain sense, Kushner and Yin [21] and Yin and Krishnamurthy
[46] investigated the weak convergence property (when the adaptation gain tends to
zero) for a large class of weakly dependent signals. In particular, in a series of works
conducted by Guo and his coauthors ([14, 15, 16, 17]), a general class of tracking
algorithms (including LMS, RLS, and Kalman filter) were investigated by introducing
a general information (or excitation) condition, which require neither independence
nor stationarity on the system signals, and hence do not exclude the applications of
the theory to feedback systems.
As pointed out by Solo [37], the first step towards relaxing the spatial and temporal independence and stationarity conditions for the analysis of distributed adaptive
filtering algorithms is made by Chen, Liu, and Guo [9], where a combine-then-adapt
diffusion normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm is considered. It has been shown that
the whole sensor networks can fulfill the estimation task under a cooperative stochastic information condition [7, 8, 9]. However when the sensor network degenerates to a
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single sensor, the information condition in [7, 8, 9] cannot include the weakest-known
information condition introduced and investigated in [14, 15, 16, 17], indicating that
there is still much room for improvement. Other interesting work that does not require the temporal independence of the regressors can be found in, e.g., [30, 31, 37]. In
particular, it appears that [30] is the first one to study the almost sure convergence of
the standard LMS-based distributed algorithms. Recently, the exponential stability
of the homogenous part of the consensus-type NLMS algorithm is established in [44]
under a general cooperative stochastic information condition, which is considerably
weaker than that previously used in [7, 8, 9]. However, neither performance results for
the tracking error nor necessity results for the information condition used are given
in [44]. This is the main motivation for the current paper.
In this paper, we consider the consensus NLMS-based filtering algorithm for estimating time-varying unknown signals, aiming at establishing a theory for the tracking
performance. We will first show that both the stability and the tracking performance
bounds can be established under a general cooperative information condition, which
needs neither independence nor stationarity of the system signals. We will then show
that the actual mean square tracking error matrix can be adequately approximated
by a simple linear and deterministic difference matrix equation which can be easily
evaluated, analyzed, and even optimized. We will further show that our information
condition is actually a necessary one for a wide class of stochastic signals with decaying
dependence. Also, the spatial and temporal independence and stationarity conditions
are not required in our theoretical analyses, which indicates that our theory does
not exclude applications to feedback systems. Moreover, the distributed algorithms
in this paper can track unknown signals that may change constantly, while most of
the literature concerns the estimation of time-invariant parameters. Furthermore, the
weakest possible information condition used in this paper implies that the distributed
adaptive filter can work well even if any individual filter is not stable due to lack
of necessary information (i.e., the covariance matrix for each individual regressor is
degenerate), which is a natural property for distributed algorithms but has not been
justified rigorously in the existing literature.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present
the consensus NLMS-based adaptive filter with some notations. In section 3, we give
some definitions and conditions to be used in later sections. The main results are
stated in section 4. In section 5, we provide the proofs of the main theorems. Finally,
we give some simulation results illustrating the advantages of the general information
condition in section 6 and give some concluding remarks in section 7.
2. Problem formulation. Let us consider the following time-varying stochastic
linear regression model at sensor i(i = 1, . . . , n)
(2.1)

yki = (\bfitvarphi ik )T \bfittheta k + vki ,

k \geq  0,

where (\cdot )T denotes transpose operator; yki and vki are scalar observation and noise of
sensor i at time k, respectively; \bfitvarphi ik is the m \times  1-dimensional stochastic regressor of
sensor i at time k. It is well known that many problems from different application
areas can be cast as (2.1) (see, e.g., [23, 33, 38, 40]).
In order to develop a strategy to update the estimation of the m \times  1-dimensional
system signals or time-varying parameter vector \bfittheta k in real-time, it is usually convenient to denote the variation of \bfittheta k as follows:
(2.2)

\bfittheta k = \bfittheta k - 1 + \gamma \bfitomega k ,

k \geq  1,
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where \gamma  is a nonnegative number reflecting the speed of parameter variate and \bfitomega k
is an undefined m \times  1-dimensional vector. We remark that the widely studied timeinvariant parameter scenario can be naturally included when \gamma  = 0. Moreover, different assumptions on the sequences \{ \bfitomega k \}  and \{ vki \}  will result in different theoretical
results. In fact, as will be shown later, for stability analysis and tracking error upper
bounds, we only need some moment conditions on \{ \bfitomega k \}  and \{ vki \} , while for more
accurate performance analysis, \{ \bfitomega k \}  and \{ vki \}  need to have white noise characters.
To start with, we first consider the following class of NLMS algorithm for an
individual sensor i(i = 1, . . . , n) [18, 25, 38, 40]:
(2.3)

i
\bfittheta \widehat k+1
= \bfittheta \widehat ki + \mu 

\bfitvarphi ik
[y i  -  (\bfitvarphi ik )T \bfittheta \widehat ki ],
1+ \|  \bfitvarphi ik \| 2 k

k \geq  0,

where \mu  \in  (0, 1] is called step size or adaption rate and the increment of the algorithm
is opposite to the stochastic gradient of the mean square prediction error
eik (\bfittheta  ) = \BbbE [yki  -  (\bfitvarphi ik )T \bfittheta  ]2 ,

k \geq  0, i = 1, . . . , n,

where \BbbE [\cdot ] denotes the mathematical expectation operator. Thus it is a type of steepest
descent algorithm that aims at minimizing eik (\bfittheta  ) recursively. As will be seen later, the
1
introduced normalization factor 1+\| \bfitvarphi 
i \| 2 will make it possible to deal with unbounded
k
correlated random signals that may have heavy tail and to avoid assuming sufficiently
small step size in the theoretical analysis. Here we assume that time instance k of
the measurement equation and the iteration instance k of the algorithm are the same,
which means that the algorithm is online and updated from time to time using new
measurement data. Because of simplicity and robustness, the LMS-like algorithm is
one of the most basic algorithms in many areas, such as signal processing, system
identification, adaptive filtering, adaptive control, and so on.
In sensor networks, we consider a set of n nodes distributed over the geographic
region. The network connections are usually modeled as a weighted undirected graph
\scrG  = (\scrV , \scrE , \scrA ) with the set of nodes \scrV  = \{ 1, 2, . . . , n\} , the set of edges \scrE  where
(i, j) \in  \scrE  if and only if node j is a neighbor
\sum n of node i, and the weighted adjacency
matrix \scrA  = \{ aij \} n\times n with 0 \leq  aij \leq  1, j=1 aij = 1, \forall i, j = 1, . . . , n, where aij >
0 \leftrightarrow  (i, j) \in  \scrE . The matrix weights aij can reflect both the topology of the network
and the interaction strength among neighboring nodes. Here we assume that matrix
\scrA  is symmetrical. Node i denotes the ith sensor, and the set of neighbors of sensor i
is denoted as
\scrN i = \{ l \in  \scrV | (i, l) \in  \scrE \} .
The Laplacian matrix \scrL  of the
\sum ngraph \scrG  is defined as \scrL  = \scrD   -  \scrA  [13], where \scrD  =
diag\{ d1 , d2 , . . . , dn \}  and di = j=1 aij = 1 , i.e., \scrL  = In\times n  -  \scrA .
In the following, \BbbR m\times n denotes the set of m \times  n matrices. Since we are dealing
with vector parameters, most of the matrix manipulations will involve Kronecker
product [22], which is defined as follows for any matrices A \in  \BbbR m\times n and B \in  \BbbR p\times q :
\left( 
A \otimes  B =

a11 B
..
.

an1 B

\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
..
.
\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 

a1n B
..
.

\right) 
\in  \BbbR mp\times nq .

amn B
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In network systems, if sensor i has access only to the information from its neighbors \{ l \in  \scrN i \} , we can adopt the following consensus NLMS-based algorithm:
\biggr\} 
\biggl\{ 
\sum 
\bfitvarphi ik
i
l
i
i T \widehat i
i
i
\widehat 
\widehat 
\widehat 
\widehat 
a
(
\bfittheta 
 - 
\bfittheta 
)
,
[y
 - 
(\bfitvarphi 
)
\bfittheta 
]
 - 
\nu 
\bfittheta 
=
\bfittheta 
+
\mu 
li k
(2.4)
k
k
k+1
k
k
1+ \|  \bfitvarphi ik \| 2 k
l\in \scrN i

where \mu  and \nu  are suitably chosen step size parameters in (0, 1).
Remark 2.1. Early work for consensus techniques can be found in [2, 12]. The
right-hand side of the above algorithm can be viewed as consisting of two parts: the
first part is the usual (normalized) LMS update which tries to minimize the prediction
error as explained above, while the second part tries to minimize the weighted distance
between estimates of the agent i and its neighbors as explained in [36]. Also, as will
be shown in Lemma 5.3 of section 5, the range of the step size parameters \mu  and \nu 
will make 0 \leq  \mu \bfitG k \leq  Imn , a property to be used in the stability analysis, (see [14] for
more information), where \bfitG k is defined below, and this inequallity means that \mu \bfitG k
and Imn  -  \mu \bfitG k are both positive semidefinite matrices.
The goal of this paper is to establish the stability as well as to conduct performance analysis of the above consensus LMS-based adaptive filter under a weakest
possible information condition without independence and stationarity assumptions.
For convenience of analysis, we introduce the following set of notations:
\bigtriangleup 

\bfitY k = col\{ yk1 , . . . , ykn \} 
\bigtriangleup 

\bfitV k =

col\{ vk1 , . . . , vkn \} 

(n \times  1),
(n \times  1),

\bigtriangleup 

\Phi k = diag\{ \bfitvarphi 1k , . . . , \bfitvarphi nk \} 
\bigtriangleup 

\Omega k = col\{ \bfitomega k , . . . , \bfitomega k \} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 

(mn \times  n),
(mn \times  1),

n

\bigtriangleup 

\Theta k = col\{ \bfittheta k , . . . , \bfittheta k \} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 

(mn \times  1),

\bigtriangleup 

\widehat  k =
\Theta 

col\{ \bfittheta \widehat k1 , . . . , \bfittheta \widehat kn \} 

(mn \times  1),

n

\bigtriangleup 

\widetilde  k = col\{ \bfittheta \widetilde 1 , . . . , \bfittheta \widetilde n \} , where \bfittheta \widetilde i = \bfittheta \widehat i  -  \bfittheta k ,
\Theta 
k
k
k
k
\biggl\{ 
\biggr\} 
1
n
\bfitvarphi 
\bfitvarphi 
\bigtriangleup 
k
k
\bfitL k = diag
,
.
.
.
,
(mn \times  n),
1+ \|  \bfitvarphi 1k \| 2
1+ \|  \bfitvarphi nk \| 2
\bigtriangleup 
\bigtriangleup 
\bfitF k = \bfitL k \Phi Tk
(mn \times  mn), \bfitG k = \bfitF k + \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )

(mn \times  mn),

where col\{ \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  \}  denotes a vector by stacking the specified vectors, and diag\{ \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  \}  is
used in a nonstandard manner which means that m \times  1 column vectors are combined
``in a diagonal manner"" resulting in a mn\times n matrix. Note also that \Omega k and \Theta k mean
just the n-times replication of identical vectors \bfitomega k and \bfittheta k , respectively. By (2.1) and
(2.2), we have
\bfitY k = \Phi Tk \Theta k + \bfitV k

(2.5)
and
(2.6)

\Theta k+1 = \Theta k + \gamma \Omega k+1 .

Then, we have from (2.4)
(2.7)

\widehat  k+1 = \Theta 
\widehat  k + \mu \bfitL k (\bfitY k  -  \Phi T \Theta 
\widehat  k )  -  \mu \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )\Theta 
\widehat  k ,
\Theta 
k

\widetilde  k = \Theta 
\widehat  k  -  \Theta k , substiwhere \scrL  is the Laplacian matrix of graph \scrG . Now, denoting \Theta 
tuting (2.5) into (2.7), and noticing (2.6), we can get
\widetilde  k+1 = \Theta 
\widetilde  k  -  \mu \bfitL k \Phi T \Theta 
\widetilde  k  -  \mu \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )\Theta 
\widehat  k + \mu \bfitL k \bfitV k  -  \gamma \Omega k+1 ,
\Theta 
k
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and because (\scrL  \otimes  Im )\Theta k = 0, we can obtain
\widetilde  k+1 = \Theta 
\widetilde  k  -  \mu \bfitL k \Phi T \Theta 
\widetilde  k  -  \mu \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )\Theta 
\widetilde  k + \mu \bfitL k \bfitV k  -  \gamma \Omega k+1 .
\Theta 
k
By the notation \bfitG k , we have the following error equation for the consensus NLMS
algorithm:
(2.8)

\widetilde  k+1 = (Imn  -  \mu \bfitG k )\Theta 
\widetilde  k + \mu \bfitL k \bfitV k  -  \gamma \Omega k+1 .
\Theta 

As is well known, a prime problem in any filtering theory is to assess and quantify
the estimation accuracy, expressed normally by the mean square tracking error. It
is easy to see from the above distributed filtering error equation (2.8) that such an
error hinges on the stability of the homogeneous part of this equation, which depends
essentially on the properties of PRM. It is well-known that the analysis of PRM is
a difficult mathematical problem in general, unless the random matrices involved are
independent and stationary. One of the main purposes of this paper is to overcome
this difficulty by using both the specific structure of the consensus LMS and some of
our earlier results on single LMS (see [14, 15, 16, 17]).
Now, we give an outline of the main results of the paper. For analyzing the
above error equation (2.8) without invoking statistical independence on the system
signals, we need to introduce some definitions and notations on the stability of random
matrices, as well as some statistical conditions on the system signals and noises, which
will be collected and explained in some detail in section 3. Our main theoretical results
will be presented in section 4, where both the exponential stability of the algorithm
and the tracking error upper bounds will be established under a general cooperative
information condition (see Theorems 4.1 and 4.2), followed by some refined theorems
on the approximate expression for the true mean square tracking error matrix (see
Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4). Moreover, our cooperative information condition is
not only general enough to include possible feedback signals but also is a necessary
one in some sense as will be shown in Theorem 4.5. The detailed proofs will be given
in section 5 with some more technical derivations given in the appendices. Another
remarkable feature of our theory is that the ``cooperative property"" of the consensus
adaptive filter can indeed be justified; see section 6.
3. Definitions and conditions.
3.1. Some definitions. Let A \in  \BbbR n\times n and B \in  \BbbR n\times n be two symmetric matrices; then A \geq  B means A  -  B is a positive semidefinite matrix. Let also \lambda max (\cdot ) and
\lambda min (\cdot ) denote the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of matrix (\cdot ), respectively. For
1
any matrix X \in  \BbbR m\times n , the Euclidean norm is defined as \|  X \| = \{ \lambda max (XX T )\}  2 ,
1
and for any random matrix A, its Lp -norm is defined as \|  A \| Lp = \{ \BbbE [\|  A \| p ]\}  p .
i
Throughout the paper, we use \scrF k = \sigma \{ \bfitvarphi ij , \bfitomega j , vj - 1
, i = 1, . . . , n, j \leq  k\}  to denote
i
i
the \sigma -algebra generated by \{ \bfitvarphi j , \bfitomega j , vj - 1 , i = 1, . . . , n, j \leq  k\} , where the definition
of \sigma -algebra together with that of conditional mathematical expectation to be used
later can be found in [11]. To proceed with further discussions, we need the following
definitions introduced in [14].
Definition 3.1. For a random matrix sequence \{ Ak , k \geq  0\}  defined on the basic
probability space (\Omega , \scrF , P ), if
sup \BbbE [\|  Ak \| p ] < \infty 
k\geq 0

holds for some p > 0, then \{ Ak \}  is called Lp -stable.
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Definition 3.2. For a sequence of d \times  d random matrices A = \{ Ak , k \geq  0\} , if it
belongs to the set
\biggl\{ 
Sp (\lambda ) =

\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  \prod 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  k
\bigm\| 
(I
 - 
A
)
A :\bigm\| 
j \bigm\| 
\bigm\| 

Lp

j=i+1

(3.1)

\leq  M \lambda k - i
\biggr\} 

\forall k \geq  i + 1, \forall i \geq  0, for some M > 0 ,
then \{ I  - Ak , k \geq  0\}  is called Lp -exponentially stable (p \geq  0) with parameter \lambda  \in  [0, 1).
For convenience of discussions, we introduce the subclass of S1 (\lambda ) for a scalar
sequence a = \{ ak , k \geq  0\} 
S 0 (\lambda ) =

\biggl\{ 

\biggl[  \prod 
\biggr] 
k
a :ak \in  [0, 1], \BbbE 
(1  -  aj ) \leq  M \lambda k - i
j=i+1

(3.2)

\biggr\} 
\forall k \geq  i + 1, \forall i \geq  0, for some M > 0 ,
where \lambda  \in  [0, 1). Clearly, if two sequences \alpha k and \beta k satisfy 0 \leq  \alpha k \leq  \beta k \leq  1 \forall k \geq  0,
then \{ \alpha k \}  \in  S 0 (\lambda ) implies \{ \beta k \}  \in  S 0 (\lambda ).
Definition 3.3. A random sequence x = \{ xk \}  is called an element of the weakly
dependent set \scrM p (p \geq  1) if there exists a constant Cpx depending only on p and the
distribution of \{ xk \}  such that for any k \geq  0 and h \geq  1,
(3.3)

\bigm\|  k+h \bigm\| 
\bigm\|  \sum 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
xi \bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
i=k+1

1

\leq  Cpx h 2 .

Lp

Remark 3.1. It is known that the martingale difference, zero mean \phi - and \alpha mixing sequences, and the linear process driven by white noises are all in \scrM p [16].
Definition 3.4. Let \{ Ak \}  be a matrix sequence and \{ bk \}  be a positive scalar
sequence. Then by Ak = O(bk ) we mean that there exists a constant M > 0 such that
(3.4)

\| Ak \|  \leq  M bk

\forall k \geq  0.

3.2. Conditions. To establish a general theory on the consensus adaptive filter,
we need the following conditions.
Condition 3.1 (network topology). The graph \scrG  is connected.
Remark 3.2. In order to estimate the unknown signals cooperatively, it is natural
to require the connectivity of the sensor network; otherwise the distributed adaptive
filtering algorithms may not be able to achieve consensus due to the existence of
isolated nodes in the network and the lack of necessary information at individual
sensors. Moreover, by the connectivity, we know that the Laplacian matrix \scrL  of graph
\scrG  has one zero eigenvalue only, with other eigenvalues being positive and not more
than 2 [13]. We remark that time-varying network topology may also be considered
in a similar way as in [43].
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Condition 3.2 (information condition). Let \{ \bfitvarphi ik , \scrF k , k \geq  0\} , i = 1, . . . , n, be n
adapted sequences, and there exists an integer h > 0 such that \{ \lambda k , k \geq  0\}  \in  S 0 (\lambda )
for some \lambda  \in  (0, 1), where \lambda k is defined by
(3.5)

\biggl\{  \biggl[ 
\bigtriangleup 
\lambda k = \lambda min \BbbE 

n
k+h
\sum 
\sum  \bfitvarphi ij (\bfitvarphi ij )T \bigm| \bigm|  \biggr] \biggr\} 
1
\bigm| \scrF k ,
n(h + 1) i=1
1 + \| \bfitvarphi ij \| 2
j=k+1

i
, i = 1, . . . , n, j \leq  k\} , and \BbbE [\cdot | \scrF k ] is the conditional
and where \scrF k = \sigma \{ \bfitvarphi ij , \bfitomega j , vj - 1
mathematical expectation operator.

Remark 3.3. Let us give some intuitive explanations for the above condition used
in the paper. To start with, let us first consider the extreme case where the regressor
process \bfitvarphi ij is identically zero. It is clear that Condition 3.2 is not satisfied since the
process \lambda k is zero, which is indeed a trivial case where the system is not identifiable
since the observations contain no information about the unknown parameters. Hence,
to estimate the unknown parameters, some nonzero information (or excitation) conditions should be imposed on the regressors \bfitvarphi ij , and such excitation should be persistent
for estimating unknown persistently time-varying parameters (see, e.g., [14]), which
is usually called the persistence of excitation condition in the single sensor case in
the literature. In the theoretical investigations of stochastic systems, such a persistence of excitation condition is usually replaced by both the full rank condition of the
covariance matrices of the regressors and some statistical independence conditions.
However, as mentioned in the introduction, statistical independence assumptions are
too stringent and cannot be satisfied for signals generated from feedback systems.
To make the adaptive filtering theory applicable to more general dynamical systems,
many efforts have been made in the past and various improved information conditions have been introduced and investigated. For the traditional single sensor case,
the conditional mathematical expectation-based information condition as introduced
in [14], appears to be quite general and even necessary. Our Condition 3.2 is a suitable
generalization of the information condition used in [14] from single sensor to sensor
networks and is thus called cooperative information condition. We remark that the
assumption on the conditional mathematical expectation in Condition 3.2 implies that
the system signals will have some kind of ``persistence of excitation"" since the prediction of the ``future"" is nondegenerate given the ``past"", which is required to track
unknown signals that may change constantly.
We remark also that the information condition used in [9] is only a special case
of Condition 3.2 with h = 1. Moreover, under Condition 3.2 the distributed adaptive
filtering network can be shown to fulfill the estimation task cooperatively even when
any individual filter cannot, which is a natural property for distributed adaptive filters
but has not been justified theoretically before. Furthermore, Condition 3.2 is arguably
the weakest possible information condition for the stability of the consensus NLMS
algorithm, since it can be shown that it is not only sufficient but also necessary under
some extra assumptions; see Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 below. We further remark that
h
, which is needed for
the denominator of (3.5) makes the upper bound of \lambda k be h+1
the proof of our main results.
Condition 3.3. For some p \geq  1, the initial estimation error is bounded, i.e.,
\widetilde  0 \| L < \infty . Furthermore, \{ \bfitL k \bfitV k \}  \in  \scrM 2p and \{ \Omega k \}  \in  \scrM 2p .
\| \Theta 
2p
Remark 3.4. This condition simply implies that both the noises and parameter
variations are weakly dependent with certain bounded moments.
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i
Condition 3.4. Let \scrF k = \sigma \{ \bfitvarphi ij , \bfitomega j , vj - 1
, i = 1, . . . , n, j \leq  k\} , and assume that
\forall k \geq  1,

\BbbE [\bfitV k | \scrF k ] = 0, \BbbE [\Omega k+1 | \scrF k ] = 0, \BbbE [\Omega k+1 \bfitV kT | \scrF k ] = 0,
(3.6)

\BbbE [\bfitV k \bfitV kT | \scrF k ] = \bfitP v (k) \geq  0,
\BbbE [\Omega k+1 \Omega Tk+1 ] = \bfitQ \omega  (k + 1) \geq  0,
sup(\| \bfitV k \| L8 + \| \Omega k \| L8 ) < \infty ,
k

\= \mu ) \geq  0 with
and that there exists a bounded function \phi (t,

lim

\= \mu ) = 0 such
\phi (t,

t\rightarrow \infty ,\mu \rightarrow 0

that \forall k \geq  0, \forall t and \mu  \in  (0, 1),
(3.7)

\= \mu ).
\| \BbbE [\bfitF k | \scrF k - t ]  -  \BbbE [\bfitF k ]\| L4 \leq  \phi (t,

\widetilde  k , then
Remark 3.5. If we are only interested in getting the upper bound of \Theta 
some moment conditions on \bfitV k and \Omega k are sufficient; see Theorem 4.1 below. A
refined upper bound can also be obtained under the additional Conditions 3.3; see
Theorem 4.2. Moreover, the stronger Condition 3.4 will only be used to obtain the
approximate tracking performances as will be shown in Theorem 4.3. Condition 3.4
means that the measurement noise \bfitV k and the parameter variation \Omega k+1 have white
noise characters, which are commonly used in many works [4, 24, 28] and is a worst case
analysis since the future behavior of the model is unpredictable, as mentioned in [16].
This condition also means that the observation noise and the parameter variations are
uncorrelated given the past signals, but spatial correlations of the noises are allowed.
We may also note that time-varying covariances \bfitP v (k) and \bfitQ \omega  (k + 1) are allowed,
which may cover some special model drifts of interests. Also, (3.7) describes the
decaying correlation between \bfitF k and \scrF k - t , which can be guaranteed by imposing a
certain weak dependence condition on the regressor \{ \bfitvarphi ik \} , e.g., \phi -mixing property
[16].
4. The main results.
4.1. Stability and performance results. In this section, we first present the
Lp -exponential stability of the homogeneous part of (2.8) and a preliminary tracking
error bound in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the model (2.5) and the estimation error equation (2.8).
Suppose that Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are satisfied. For any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1)
satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1, then \{ Imn  -  \mu \bfitG k , k \geq  1\}  is Lp -exponentially stable (p \geq 
\bigtriangleup 

1). Furthermore, if for some p \geq  1 and \beta  > 1, \sigma p = supk \| \xi k log \beta  (e + \xi k )\| Lp <
\widetilde  0 \| L < \infty  hold where \xi k = \| \bfitV k \|  + \| \Omega k+1 \| , then \{ \Theta 
\widetilde  k , k \geq  1\}  is Lp -stable and
\infty , \| \Theta 
p
\widetilde  k \| L \leq  c[\sigma p log(e + \sigma   - 1 )],
lim sup \| \Theta 
p
p
k\rightarrow \infty 

where c is a positive constant.
Remark 4.1. Intuitively, by Theorem 4.1 we know that when both the noise and
the parameter variation are small, the processes \xi k and \sigma p will also be small, and
\widetilde  k will be small too. Here we only require that
hence the parameter tracking error \Theta 
the observation noise and the parameter variation satisfy a moment condition, and
no Gaussian property is required. Note also that the condition \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1 reveals
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how the innovation update gain \mu  and the consensus update gain \nu  are related in
the distributed adaptive filtering algorithm (2.4). With Condition 3.3, we can further
\widetilde  k+1 .
establish a better upper bound on the error \Theta 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that Conditions 3.1--3.3 are satisfied; then for any \mu  \in 
(0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1, we have \forall k \geq  0,
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\widetilde  k+1 \| L = O \surd \mu  + \surd \gamma  + (1  -  \alpha 2p \mu )k+1 ,
(4.1)
\| \Theta 
p
\mu 
where \alpha 2p \in  (0, 1) is a constant which is defined as in Lemma 5.7 and O is a constant
depends only on \alpha 2p .
Remark 4.2. The detailed proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are given in section 5.
We remark that the upper bound in Theorem 4.2 significantly improves the ``crude""
bound given in Theorem 4.1, and it roughly indicates the trade-off between noise
sensitivity and tracking ability.
Rather than the upper bounds, we may further get the approximate value of
the mean square tracking error matrix by strengthening the conditions used in Theorem 4.2. Now, following the ideas in the single sensor case (see, e.g., [16, 23]), to
approximate the true mean square tracking error matrix
\widetilde  k \Theta 
\widetilde  T ],
\Pi k = \BbbE [\Theta 
k
\widehat  k :
we define the following linear deterministic difference equation for \Pi 
(4.2)
where

\widehat  k+1 = (Imn  -  \mu \BbbE [\bfitG k ])\Pi 
\widehat  k (Imn  -  \mu \BbbE [\bfitG k ])T + \mu 2 \BbbE [\bfitT k ] + \gamma  2 \bfitQ \omega  (k + 1),
\Pi 
\BbbE [\bfitT k ] = \BbbE [\bfitL k \bfitV k \bfitV kT \bfitL Tk ],
\bfitQ \omega  (k + 1) = \BbbE [\Omega k+1 \Omega Tk+1 ],
\widehat  0 = \BbbE [\Theta 
\widetilde  0 \Theta 
\widetilde  T ].
\Pi 
0

\widehat  k is stable,
Note that by Lemma 5.9, the above linear deterministic equation for \Pi 
which will be used to approximate the true mean square tracking error matrix \Pi k .
This is the main content of the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Let Conditions 3.1--3.4 hold. Then for any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in 
(0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1 we have \forall k \geq  1,
\biggr] 
\biggl[ 
\gamma  2
\=
\widehat  k+1 \|  \leq  c\delta (\mu )
+ (1  -  \alpha \mu )k+1 ,
(4.3)
\| \Pi k+1  -  \Pi 
\mu  +
\mu 
where c > 0, \alpha  \in  (0, 1) are constants and
\surd 
\bigtriangleup 
\=
\= \mu )\} ,
\delta (\mu )
= min\{  \mu t + \phi (t,
t\geq 1

which tends to zero as \mu  approaches zero.
Remark 4.3. The detailed proof of Theorem 4.3 is given in section 5. By Theorem
\widehat  k provides a good approximation to the mean square tracking error matrix \Pi k
4.3, \Pi 
\=
for small parameter variation \gamma  and small adaptation gain \mu , since \delta (\mu )
tends to zero
\widehat 
as \mu  tends to zero. Note that the explicit solution of \Pi k can be obtained in terms
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\widehat  0 , based on which the value of
of \BbbE [\bfitG k ], \BbbE [\bfitT k ], \bfitQ \omega  (k + 1) and the initial condition \Pi 
\widehat  k can be calculated and examined conveniently in terms of both \mu  and \gamma . This
\Pi 
point will become clearer in the special case of (wide-sense) stationary signals, and
the above theorem can be further simplified as illustrated by the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let
\bfitF  = \BbbE [\bfitF k ] = diag\{ \bfitF  1 , \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  , \bfitF  n \} , \bfitG  = \bfitF  + \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im ),
\bfitT  = \BbbE [\bfitT k ] = \BbbE [\bfitL k \bfitV k \bfitV kT \bfitL Tk ], \bfitQ \omega  = \bfitQ \omega  (k + 1).
Then, under the conditions of Theorem 4.3, we have
\biggl( 
\biggl[ 
\biggr] \biggr) 
\gamma  2
\gamma  2 \=
\=
\=
+ o(1),
\Pi k = \mu \bfitR v + \bfitR \omega  + O \delta (\mu ) \mu  +
\mu 
\mu 
where o(1) is a term which tends to zero as k \rightarrow  \infty , and
\int  \infty 
\int  \infty 
\= v =
\= \omega  =
\bfitR 
e - \bfitG t \bfitT  e - \bfitG t dt, \bfitR 
e - \bfitG t \bfitQ \omega  e - \bfitG t dt.
0

0

Remark 4.4. Since the proof of Corollary 4.4 is similar to [16, Corollary 4.2], here
\=
we omit it. Note that lim \delta (\mu )
= 0. As a result, we have \forall  small \mu  and large k:
\mu \rightarrow 0

2
\= \omega  .
\= v + \gamma  \bfitR 
\Pi k \sim  \mu \bfitR 
\mu 

(4.4)

Consequently, by taking ``trace"" (T r(\cdot )) on both sides and by the definition of \Pi k ,
we have
(4.5)

n
\sum 

2
\= \omega  ),
\= v ) + \gamma  T r(\bfitR 
\BbbE [\| \bfittheta \widetilde ki \| 2 ] \sim  \mu T r(\bfitR 
\mu 
i=1

which indicates that \mu  should be proportional
\sqrt{}  to \gamma , and by minimizing the right-hand
\= \omega  )/T r(\bfitR 
\= v ) with the corresponding
side, we get the ``optimal"" choice \mu \ast  = \gamma  T r(\bfitR 
minimum value:
n
\sqrt{} 
\sum 
\= \omega  ) \cdot  T r(\bfitR 
\= v ).
\BbbE [\| \bfittheta \widetilde i \| 2 ] \sim  2\gamma  T r(\bfitR 
k

i=1

Remark 4.5. When the regressors are independent and the parameter process is
a random walk, the steady-state mean square tracking error was derived for different
distributed adaptive filtering algorithms (e.g., [28]), but most of the literature in the
analysis of the distributed adaptive filtering algorithms is concerned with the special
case of constant parameter (i.e., \gamma  = 0), under either independence conditions (e.g.,
[37]), or stationarity and ergodicity conditions ([36]), where the mean square errors
were also approximated recursively for different distributed strategies. We remark
that the existing theoretical results in distributed adaptive filters do not seem to be
applicable to the natural case where any individual sensor does not have the capability
of tracking unknown signals due to lack of necessary information (e.g., when the
information matrix \BbbE [\bfitvarphi ik (\bfitvarphi ik )T ] degenerates at a single sensor i), whereas our results
can be applied to this important case, thanks to the cooperative information condition
used in the paper. This fact will be further illustrated in the simulation examples to
be given in section 6.
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We remark that the trade-off structure of (4.4) for the tracking error depends
on both the adaptation gain \mu  and the speed of parameter variation \gamma , which is
similar to the formula in the traditional single sensor case for both independent signals
[18, 23, 25, 40] and correlated signals [16, 17]. Clearly, (4.4) shows that the smaller
the adaptation gain, the slower the parameter variation can be effectively dealt with.
As will be shown in the next section, in the current network case, the connectivity
of the network and the cooperative information condition (Conditions 3.1 and 3.2)
guarantee the positive definite property of the matrix \bfitG , and hence the finite value
\= v and \bfitR 
\= \omega  in (4.4).
of the matrices \bfitR 
4.2. Necessity of the information condition. In this subsection, we will
further show that Condition 3.2 used in this paper is not only sufficient but also
necessary for the stability of the consensus LMS-based adaptive filter under some
extra conditions on dependence, for example, the \phi -mixing properties. A random
process \{ \xi k \}  is called \phi -mixing if there exists a sequence \phi (n) \rightarrow  0 as n \rightarrow  \infty  such
that
sup
| P (A| B)  -  P (A)|  \leq  \phi (s) \forall t, s,
\infty  ,B\in \scrF  t
A\in \scrF t+s
0

where \scrF ts = \sigma \{ \xi (u), t \leq  u \leq  s\} . It is known that for any \scrF t\infty  -measurable ft , with
| ft |  \leq  1, the following inequality holds [21]:
| \BbbE [ft+h | \scrF 0t ]  -  \BbbE [ft+h ]|  \leq  2\phi (h)

\forall t, h.

As is well known, the \phi -mixing process includes a large class of important processes,
for example, deterministic processes, M -dependent processes, and processes generated
from bounded white noise filtered through a stable finite-dimensional linear filter [14].
The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the Lp -exponential
stability of such processes.
Theorem 4.5. Let \{ \bfitvarphi ik \}  be \phi -mixing processes, and suppose that Condition 3.1
is satisfied. Then for any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1, \{ Imn  - 
\mu \bfitG k , k \geq  1\}  is Lp -exponentially stable (p \geq  1) if and only if Condition 3.2 holds.
Remark 4.6. The \phi -mixing property used in the above theorem is just for simplicity, which can be further relaxed for Theorem 4.5; see [17] for related discussions.
5. Proofs of the main results.
5.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Before proving Theorem 4.1, we first introduce
some preliminary lemmas. Firstly, for the Kronecker product, we have the following
result.
Lemma 5.1 (see [22]). Let \lambda i (i = 1, . . . , n), \mu j (j = 1, . . . , m) be the eigenvalues of matrix A \in  \BbbR n\times n and B \in  \BbbR m\times m , respectively. Then the eigenvalues of
matrix A \otimes  B are \lambda 1 \mu 1 , . . . , \lambda 1 \mu m , \lambda 2 \mu 1 , . . . , \lambda 2 \mu m , . . . , \lambda n \mu 1 , . . . , \lambda n \mu m . Moreover, if
x1 , . . . , xp are linearly independent right eigenvectors of A corresponding to eigenvalues \lambda 1 , . . . , \lambda p (p \leq  n) and y1 , . . . , yq are linearly independent right eigenvectors of B
corresponding to eigenvalues \mu 1 , . . . , \mu q (q \leq  m), then xi \otimes  yj are linearly independent
right eigenvectors of A \otimes  B corresponding to \lambda i \mu j .
In addition, we also need the following lemmas in the proof of Corollary 5.5.
Lemma 5.2 (see [14]). Let \{ \alpha k \}  \in  S 0 (\lambda ) and \alpha k \leq  \alpha \ast  < 1 \forall k \geq  0, where \alpha \ast  is
\ast 
a constant; then for any \epsilon  \in  (0, 1), \{ \epsilon \alpha k \}  \in  S 0 (\lambda (1 - \alpha  )\epsilon  ).
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Lemma 5.3. For any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1, we have
0 \leq  \mu \bfitG k \leq  Imn .
Proof. By Condition 3.1, matrix \scrL  has n real eigenvalues in an ascending order
0 = t1 < t2 \leq  t3 \leq  \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  \leq  tn \leq  2.
Correspondingly, by Lemma 5.1 we know that \scrL  \otimes  Im has mn real eigenvalues in an
ascending order
(5.1)

0 = l1 = l2 = \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  = lm < lm+1 \leq  lm+2 \leq  \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  \leq  lmn \leq  2.

Then the matrix \scrL  \otimes  Im is positive semidefinite and \scrL  \otimes  Im \leq  2Imn . Since \mu  \in  (0, 1)
and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1, the conclusion holds by the definition of \bfitG k .
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that Condition 3.1 is satisfied. For any matrices Aij \in 
\BbbR 
, j \geq  0, i = 1, . . . , n, with 0 \leq  Aij \leq  cIm , where c > 0 is a constant, denote
\bfitA j = diag\{ A1j , . . . , Anj \} . Then for any k \geq  0, h \geq  1, we have
m\times m

(5.2)

\lambda min

\biggl(  k+h
\sum 

\biggr) 
\biggl(  \sum 
\biggr) 
n
k+h
\sum 
i
[\bfitA j + \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )] \geq  \sigma \lambda min
Aj ,
i=1 j=k+1

j=k+1

lm+1 \nu 
where \nu  > 0, \sigma  = 2nc+l
and lm+1 is the (m + 1)th smallest eigenvalue of \scrL  \otimes  Im ,
m+1 \nu n
which equals to the second smallest eigenvalue of Laplacian matrix \scrL  by Lemma 5.1.

Proof. See Appendix A.
The following result plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 5.5. For any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1,
suppose that Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are satisfied; then \rho k \in  S 0 (\rho ), where
\biggl\{  \biggl[ 
k+h
\bigm|  \biggr] \biggr\} 
\sum 
1
\bigtriangleup 
\bigm| 
(5.3)
\rho k = \lambda min \BbbE 
\mu \bfitG j \bigm| \scrF k ,
1+h
j=k+1

lm+1 \nu \mu 
and lm+1 is the (m+1)th smallest eigenvalue of \scrL \otimes Im ,
and \rho  = \lambda \epsilon  , \epsilon  = (1+h)(2+\nu l
m+1 )
which equals to the second smallest eigenvalue of matrix \scrL .
\Bigl[  i i T \bigm|  \Bigr] 
\bfitvarphi j (\bfitvarphi j )
\bigm| 
Proof. For any k \geq  0, let Aik,j = \BbbE  1+\| \bfitvarphi 
i \| 2 \scrF k , i = 1, . . . , n, j = k + 1, . . . , k + h,
j

where h is defined in Condition 3.2. Then for any k \geq  0, by Lemma 5.4 and since
0 \leq  \bfitF k \leq  Imn , we have
\prime 
lm+1 \nu 
lm+1 \nu 
\rho k
\geq 
n\lambda k =
\lambda k = \sigma  \lambda k ,
\mu 
2n + lm+1 \nu n
2 + lm+1 \nu 
\prime 

lm+1 \nu 
where \lambda k is defined in (3.5) and 0 < \sigma  = 2+l
< 1.
m+1 \nu 
From Lemma 5.3, we know that \rho k \in  [0, 1]. By Lemma 5.2 and since \lambda k \in 
h
[0, \alpha \ast  ], \alpha \ast  = h+1
and \{ \lambda k \}  \in  S0 (\lambda ), we have

\{ \rho k \}  \in  S 0 (\rho ),
where \rho  = \lambda \epsilon  and
\prime 

\epsilon  = (1  -  \alpha \ast  )\sigma  =

lm+1 \nu \mu 
> 0.
(h + 1)(2 + lm+1 \nu )

This completes the proof.
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As will be seen shortly, the constant \rho  will determine the rate of exponential
convergence of the homogeneous part of (2.8). Note that \lambda  of Condition 3.2 can be
regarded as a measure of the cooperativity of the system information, and that lm+1
can be regarded as a measure of the connectivity of the graph \scrG , hence the formula \rho  =
\lambda \epsilon  shows explicitly how the stability of the distributed adaptive filtering algorithms
is connected with the cooperativity of the system information, the connectivity of the
network topology, as well as the adaptation gains \mu  and \nu .
Lemma 5.6 (see [14]). Let \{ Aik , \scrF k \} , i = 1, . . . , n, be n adapted sequences of
random matrices and 0 \leq  Aik \leq  I \forall i = 1, . . . , n, and denote \bfitA k = diag\{ A1k , . . . , Ank \} .
If there exists an integer h > 0 such that \{ \zeta k \}  \in  S 0 (\zeta ), \zeta  \in  (0, 1), where
(5.4)

\biggl\{  \biggl[ 
\bigtriangleup 
\zeta k = \lambda min \BbbE 

k+h
\bigm|  \biggr] \biggr\} 
\sum 
1
\bigm| 
\bfitA j \bigm| \scrF k ,
1+h
j=k+1

then \{ \bfitA k \}  \in  Sp (\zeta  \alpha  ), where
\Biggl\{ 
(5.5)

\alpha  =

1
8h(1+h)2 ,
1
4h(1+h)2 p ,

1 \leq  p \leq  2,
p > 2.

Notice that Lemma 5.6 will be used to connect the information condition with
the Lp -exponential stability of the homogeneous part of the algorithm, which in conjunction with Corollary 5.5, makes it possible to accomplish the proof of Theorem 4.1
as follows.
By Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.6, we know that
\{ \mu \bfitG k \}  \in  Sp (\rho \alpha  ),
where \alpha  is defined by (5.5). Then by Definition 3.2, it is obvious that \{ Imn  - \mu \bfitG k , k \geq 
1\}  is Lp -exponentially stable (p \geq  1). Moreover, the upper bound for the error can
be derived in a similar way as that of [14, Theorem 4.2], details will be omitted here.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are satisfied. Then for any
p \geq  2 such that for any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1 and
\forall k \geq  i + 1 > 0
(5.6)

\bigm\|  k
\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  \prod 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
(I
 - 
\mu \bfitG 
)
mn
j \bigm\| 
\bigm\| 

\leq  Mp (1  -  \mu \alpha p )k - i ,

Lp

j=i+1

where Mp and \alpha p are positive constants depending on \{ \bfitG j , j > 0\}  and p.
Proof. Denote
b=

lm+1 \nu 
.
(1 + h)(2 + \nu lm+1 )

By the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have
\bigm\|  \prod 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  k
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
(I
 - 
\mu \bfitG 
)
mn
j \bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
j=i+1

\leq  M \{ \beta p \} \mu (k - i) ,

Lp
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\beta p = \lambda  4h(1+h)2 p ,
and lm+1 is the (m + 1)th smallest eigenvalue of \scrL  \otimes  Im , which equals to the second
smallest eigenvalue of matrix \scrL .
Note that \beta p \in  (0, 1). Then we define a constant \alpha p \in  (0, 1) as \alpha p = 1  -  \beta p =
b

1  -  \lambda  4h(1+h)2 p . According to the Bernoulli inequality and since \mu  \in  (0, 1), we have
\beta p\mu  = (1  -  \alpha p )\mu  < 1  -  \mu \alpha p . This completes the proof of this lemma.
By Lemma 5.7, and since the proof of Theorem 4.2 is similar to Lemma A.3 in
[16], here we omit that proof.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 4.3. Before proving the theorem, we first give the
following lemma in [14].
Lemma 5.8 (see [14]). Let \{ \bfitA i , \scrF i \}  be an adapted sequence of random matrices
and 0 \leq  \bfitA i \leq  I. If \{ Ai \}  \in  S1 (\lambda ) for some \lambda  \in  [0, 1), then there exists an integer
h > 0 such that
(5.7)

inf \lambda min
k

\biggl\{  (k+1)h
\sum 

\biggr\} 
\BbbE [\bfitA j ] > 0.

j=kh+1

Lemma 5.9. Suppose that Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are satisfied. Then there exist
constants M > 0 and \beta  \in  (0, 1) which depend only on sequence \{ \bfitG k \}  such that for
any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1 and \forall k \geq  i + 1 > 0
(5.8)

\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  \prod 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  k
k - i
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
.
(I
 - 
\mu \BbbE [\bfitG 
])
mn
j \bigm\|  \leq  M (1  -  \mu \beta )
\bigm\| 
j=i+1

Proof. Take any \mu 0 \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu 0 (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1. Since 0 \leq  \mu 0 \bfitG k \leq  Imn , by
Lemma 5.8 and Theorem 4.1, we know that there exist constants h0 > 0 and \delta 0 > 0
such that
(k+1)h0
\sum 
\mu 0 \BbbE [\bfitG j ] \geq  \delta 0 Imn \forall k \geq  0.
j=kh0 +1

Consequently, we have for any \mu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1,
(k+1)h0

\sum 

\mu \BbbE [\bfitG j ] \geq  \mu \delta Imn

\forall k \geq  0,

j=kh0 +1

where \delta  = \mu \delta 00 . Hence for deterministic sequence \{ \BbbE [\mu \bfitG k ], k \geq  0\}  by [14, Theorem
2.1], we have
\bigm\|  (k+1)h
\bigm\|  \biggl\{ 
\biggr\} 1/2
\bigm\|  \prod  0
\bigm\| 
\mu \delta 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
(I
 - 
\mu \BbbE [\bfitG 
])
\leq 
1
 - 
.
mn
j \bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
1 + h0
j=kh0 +1

It is easy to know that there exist constants \beta  \in  (0, 1) and M > 0 which depend on
sequence \{ \bfitG k \} ,
\bigm\|  k
\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  \prod 
\bigm\| 
k - i
\bigm\| 
(Imn  -  \mu \BbbE [\bfitG j ])\bigm\| 
\bigm\| 
\bigm\|  \leq  M (1  -  \mu \beta ) .
j=i+1

This completes the proof.
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The proof of Theorem 4.3 is as follows. Let us define the following new sequence:
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(5.9)

\= k+1 = (Imn  -  \mu \BbbE [\bfitG k ])\Theta 
\= k + \mu \bfitL k \bfitV k  -  \gamma \Omega k+1 ,
\Theta 

\= 0 = \Theta 
\widetilde  0 . By (5.9) it is evident that
where \Theta 
\widehat  k = \BbbE [\Theta 
\= k \Theta 
\= T ],
\Pi 
k

k \geq  0.

Hence by the Schwarz inequality
(5.10)

\widehat  k+1 \|  =\| \BbbE [\Theta 
\widetilde  k+1 \Theta 
\widetilde  T  -  \Theta 
\= k+1 \Theta 
\= T ]\| 
\| \Pi k+1  -  \Pi 
k+1
k+1
\widetilde  k+1  -  \Theta 
\= k+1 \| L (\| \Theta 
\widetilde  k+1 \| L + \| \Theta 
\= k+1 \| L ).
\leq \| \Theta 
2
2
2

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2, and using Lemma 5.9, it is easy to obtain
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
\= k+1 \| L = O \surd \mu  + \surd \gamma  + (1  -  \alpha \mu )k+1 ,
(5.11)
\| \Theta 
2
\mu 
where \alpha  \in  (0, 1) is a constant (without loss of generality, it may be taken as the same
as that in Theorem 4.2).
The following proof is similar to [15, Theorem 4.1]; here we omit it, and we know
that by Conditions 3.1--3.4, (4.3) holds.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 4.5. Before proving the theorem, we first give some
critical lemmas.
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that Condition 3.1 is satisfied. For any matrices Aij \in 
\BbbR 
, j \geq  0, i = 1, . . . , n, with 0 \leq  Aij \leq  cIm , where c > 0 is a constant, we denote
\bfitA j = diag\{ A1j , . . . , Anj \} . If there exists a constant h \geq  1 such that
m\times m

(5.12)

inf \lambda min
k

\biggl(  k+h
\sum 

\biggr) 
[\bfitA j + \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )] > 0,

j=k+1

then we have
(5.13)

inf \lambda min
k

\biggl(  \sum 
n
k+h
\sum 

Aij

\biggr) 
> 0.

i=1 j=k+1

Proof. See Appendix B.
Corollary 5.11. For any \mu  \in  (0, 1) and \nu  \in  (0, 1) satisfying \mu (1 + 2\nu ) \leq  1, if
Condition 3.1 is satisfied and \{ \mu \bfitG k \}  \in  S1 (\lambda ), then there exists h > 0 such that
\biggl\{  \sum 
n
k+h
\sum  \biggl[  \bfitvarphi ij (\bfitvarphi ij )T \biggr] \biggr\} 
(5.14)
inf \lambda min
> 0.
\BbbE 
k
1+ \|  \bfitvarphi ij \| 2
i=1
j=k+1

Proof. By the conditions in Corollary 5.11 and using Lemma 5.8, we know that
there exists an integer h > 0 such that
\biggl\{  k+h
\biggr\} 
\sum 
inf \lambda min
\BbbE [\bfitG j ] > 0.
k

j=k+1

\Bigl[  i i T \Bigr] 
\bfitvarphi j (\bfitvarphi j )
Then denote Aij = \BbbE  1+\| \bfitvarphi 
i \| 2 , i = 1, . . . , n, j \geq  0, and by Lemma 5.10, we know
j

(5.14) holds.
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We remark that the converse assertion of Corollary 5.11 may not true in general,
and this can be seen from [14, Example 2.1]. However, it will be true if we impose
additional assumptions on \{ \bfitvarphi ik \} , for example, the \phi -mixing properties. Next, we
prove Theorem 4.5.
Sufficiency. By Theorem 4.1, \{ Imn  -  \mu \bfitG k , k \geq  1\}  is Lp -exponentially stable
(p \geq  1).
i
Necessity.
\Bigr\}  5.11, we can obtain (5.14). Since \{ \bfitvarphi k \}  is \phi -mixing, we
\Bigl\{  \sum  By Corollary
i
i T
\bfitvarphi k (\bfitvarphi k )
n
is also \phi -mixing. Then by (5.14), the \phi -mixing property,
know that
i=1 1+\| \bfitvarphi i \| 2
k

and [14, Theorem 2.3], we know that Condition 3.2 holds. This completes the proof.
6. Simulation results. We now provide two examples to illustrate and demonstrate the theoretical results obtained in this paper.
Example 1. We will provide an example of nonindependent signals to illustrate
that the approximate formula (4.5) for the filtering error is quite accurate and that
the whole sensor network can track the unknown parameters effectively even if none
of the sensors can track the unknown parameters individually.
Let us consider a network with 20 sensors, which is shown in Figure 6.1, and the
corresponding graph is connected. Here we utilize a conventional way to construct
the combination weights, which is called the Metropolis rule [41], i.e.,
\Biggl\{ 
\sum 
1  -  j\not =i aij
if l = i,
ali =
1/ max\{ ni , nl \}  if l \in  \scrN i \setminus  \{ k\} ,
where ni denotes the degree of the node i, i.e., the size of its neighborhood (without
the node i itself). By the definition of the Metropolis rule, we know that the adjacency
matrix \scrA  is symmetrical.
We will estimate or track an unknown signal \bfittheta k \in  \BbbR 10 , and let every entry of \bfittheta 0
be 1. Here we consider two cases: \gamma  = 0 (\bfittheta k is time-invariant) and \gamma  = 0.1 (\bfittheta k is
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Fig. 6.1. Network topology.
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time-varying) with the parameter variation \bfitomega k \sim  N (0, 0.22 , 10, 1) (Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and 0.22 variance) in (2.2). In both cases, the observation noises
\{ vki , k \geq  1, i = 1, . . . , 20\}  in (2.1) are independent and identically distributed with
vki \sim  N (0, \sigma i2 , 1, 1), where \sigma i2 (i = 1, . . . , 20) are randomly generated over [0.03, 0.3].
Let \bfitvarphi ik \in  \BbbR 10 (i = 1, . . . , 20) be generated by a state space model
\Biggl\{ 
\bfitx ik = Ai \bfitx ik - 1 + Bi \xi ki ,
\bfitvarphi ik = Ci \bfitx ik ,
where \bfitx ik \in  \BbbR 10 , Ai \in  \BbbR 10\times 10 , Bi \in  \BbbR 10 , Ci \in  \BbbR 10\times 10 , and \xi ki \in  \BbbR . Let \{ \xi ki , k \geq  1, i =
1, . . . , 20\}  be independent and identically distributed with \xi ki \sim  N (0, 0.32 , 1, 1), and
A1+3j = A2+3j = diag\{ 1/2, . . . , 1/2\} , (j = 0, . . . , 6),
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
10

A3 = A15 = [col\{ 4/5, . . . , 4/5\} , 010\times 9 ], A6 = A18 = [010\times 3 , col\{ 4/5, . . . , 4/5\} , 010\times 6 ],
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
10

10

A9 = [010\times 6 , col\{ 4/5, . . . , 4/5\} , 010\times 3 ], A12 = [010\times 9 , col\{ 4/5, . . . , 4/5\} ],
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
10

10

B1 = B3 = [1; 09\times 1 ], B2 = [0; 1; 08\times 1 ],
B4 = B6 = B16 = B18 = [03\times 1 ; 1; 06\times 1 ], B5 = B17 = [04\times 1 ; 1; 05\times 1 ],
B7 = B9 = B19 = [06\times 1 ; 1; 03\times 1 ], B8 = B20 = [07\times 1 ; 1; 02\times 1 ],
B10 = B12 = [07\times 1 ; 1; 02\times 1 ], B11 = [08\times 1 ; 1; 01\times 1 ],
B13 = B15 = [08\times 1 ; 1; 0], B14 = [09\times 1 ; 1],
C1 = diag\{ 1, 0, . . . , 0\} , C2 = diag\{ 0, 1, . . . , 0\} , . . . , C10 = diag\{ 0, 0, . . . , 1\} ,
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
\underbrace{} 
10

10

10

C11 = C12 = C13 = C14 = C15 = C10 ,
C16 = C4 , C17 = C5 , C18 = C6 , C19 = C7 , C20 = C8 ,
where 0s\times t denotes an s \times  t-dimensional matrix with all entries being zero. It can be
verified that Condition 3.2 is satisfied with h = 2, but is not for h = 1 [9]. Moreover, it
is not difficult to verify that the necessary information condition in [14] is not satisfied
for any individual sensor, since all the 20 subsystems are not observable. Let
\bfitx i0 = col\{ 1, . . . , 1\} ,
\underbrace{}  \underbrace{} 
10

\bfittheta \^0i = col\{ 0, . . . , 0\} (i = 1, . . . , 20),
\underbrace{}  \underbrace{} 
10

and \mu  = 0.5, \nu  = 0.5. Here we repeat the simulation for m = 500 times with the same
initial states. Then for sensor i(i = 1, . . . , 20), we can get m sequences
\{ \| \bfittheta \^ki,j  -  \bfittheta kj \| 2 , k = 1, 100, 200, . . . , 2000\} ,

j = 1, . . . , m,

where the superscript j denotes the jth simulation result. We use
20

m

1 \sum  \sum  \^i,j
\| \bfittheta   -  \bfittheta kj \| 2 ,
20m i=1 j=1 k

k = 1, 100, 200, . . . , 2000,

to approximate the estimation or tracking errors with \gamma  = 0 and \gamma  = 0.1 in Figure 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2. Estimation and tracking errors in Example 1.

The upper graph of Figure 6.2 is the time-invariant case. If all the sensors use the
noncooperative NLMS algorithm to estimate \bfittheta k , the estimation errors are quite large,
because all the sensors do not satisfy the information condition in [14]. However, if
they utilize the consensus NLMS algorithm, the estimation errors converge to a small
neighborhood of zero as k increases, since the whole system satisfies Condition 3.2. In
the lower graph of Figure 6.2, \bfittheta k is time-varying. The tracking errors keep growing
as k increases when all the sensors use the noncooperative NLMS algorithm, and the
mean square tracking errors converge nicely as k increases when they all apply the
consensus NLMS algorithm. In fact, in\sum 
the time-varying
case, we have the empirical
20 \sum m
j
1
2
\^i,j
estimation of the mean square error m
j=1 \| \bfittheta 2000  -  \bfittheta 2000 \|  = 17.964.
i=1
\= v \approx 
On the other hand, using the formula (4.5) in Corollary 4.4, we can obtain tr\bfitR 
\sum 
2
20
\gamma 
2
\widetilde i
\=
\= \omega  \approx  917.2435; then we have
\=
0.8014 and tr\bfitR 
i=1 \BbbE \| \bfittheta 2000 \|  \sim  \mu tr \bfitR v + \mu  tr \bfitR \omega  \approx 
18.7456, which in comparison with the above empirical value shows that the approximate formula (4.5) is quite accurate.
Example 2. We next construct another example to show that if our cooperative information condition (Condition 3.2) is not satisfied, then the sensor network
cannot fulfill the estimation or tracking task. Here we assume that Ai , Bi (i =
1, . . . , 20), Cj (j = 1, . . . , 5, 13, . . . , 20) remain the same and
C6 = C11 = C1 , C7 = C12 = C2 , C8 = C3 , C9 = C4 , C10 = C5 .
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Fig. 6.3. Estimation and tracking errors in Example 2.

It is easy to verify that Condition 3.2 is not satisfied. We select the same initial
states as in the first example and apply the consensus NLMS-based adaptive filtering
algorithm for all sensors; then plot the estimation and tracking errors of the sensor
network with \gamma  = 0 and \gamma  = 0.1 in Figure 6.3.
The lower line in Figure 6.3 is the time-invariant case and the other line is the
time-varying case. The estimsation and tracking errors by using the consensus NLMS
algorithm all stay large because the sensor network does not satisfy Condition 3.2.
7. Concluding remarks. In this paper, we have investigated a basic class of
NLMS-based distributed adaptive filtering algorithms and proven that such algorithms can fulfill the estimation task even if any individual sensor or subsystem cannot, under a general cooperative information condition that does not exclude applications to feedback systems. This made it possible for further investigation on related
problems concerning the combination of control and communication. Moreover, for
the commonly used \phi -mixing processes, we have proven that our general information
condition is also necessary for the stability of the consensus NLMS-based filters. In
addition, the mean square tracking error matrix has also been assessed under different
noise conditions, providing either upper bounds or approximated expressions which
can be easily evaluated, analyzed, and even optimized. We remark that the standard
LMS-based distributed adaptive filter and the diffusion adaptive filter may also be
investigated but different analysis methods need to be used (see, e.g., [42, 43, 45]).
Of course, there are still a number of interesting problems for further investigation,
for example, to consider other kinds of distributed filtering algorithms, to incorporate
with more complicated network topologies, and to combine distributed filtering with
distributed control problems, etc.
Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 5.4.
According to Condition 3.1, \scrL  has
only one zero eigenvalue whose unit eigenvector is \surd 1n (1, . . . , 1)T , i.e., \surd 1n 1 where
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1 = (1, . . . , 1)Tn\times 1 . Correspondingly, \scrL  \otimes  Im has m zero eigenvalues whose orthogonal
unit eigenvectors are
1
1
\bfitxi 1 = \surd  1 \otimes  \bfite 1 , . . . , \bfitxi m = \surd  1 \otimes  \bfite m ,
n
n
where \bfite i is a unit column vector with the ith element is 1 and the dimension is m. The
other eigenvalues of \scrL  \otimes  Im are lm+1 \leq  \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  \leq  lmn whose orthogonal unit eigenvectors
are denoted as \bfitxi m+1 , . . . , \bfitxi mn , correspondingly. Here, for an arbitrary unit vector
\bfiteta  \in  \BbbR mn , it can be expressed as
\bfiteta  =

m
\sum 

xj \bfitxi j +

j=1

where

\sum m

j=1

x2j +

\sum mn

j=m+1
\bigtriangleup 

\bfitH ki =

mn
\sum 

\bigtriangleup 

xj \bfitxi j = \bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2 ,

j=m+1

x2j = 1. Now, let [10]
k+h
\sum 

\bigtriangleup 

Aij , \bfitH k = diag\{ \bfitH k1 , . . . , \bfitH kn \} ;

j=k+1

then we denote
(A.1)

\bigtriangleup 

\Delta k =

k+h
\sum 

[\bfitA j + \nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )] = \bfitH k + h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )

j=k+1

and
\bigtriangleup 

\Gamma k =

(A.2)

n
k+h
\sum 
\sum 

n
\sum 

Aij =

i=1 j=k+1

\bfitH ki .

i=1

By (A.1), let us consider the following form:
\bfiteta  T \Delta k \bfiteta  = (\bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2 )T \Delta k (\bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2 )
(A.3)

= \bfiteta 1T \bfitH k \bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2T \bfitH k \bfiteta 2 + 2\bfiteta 1T \bfitH k \bfiteta 2
+ \bfiteta 1T [h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )]\bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2T [h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )]\bfiteta 2 + 2\bfiteta 1T [h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )]\bfiteta 2
\bigtriangleup 

=s1 + s2 + s3 + s4 + s5 + s6 .
1

1

Since \bfitH k \geq  0, we can decompose it as \bfitH k = \bfitH k2 \bfitH k2 . Note that for any two column
vectors \bfitM 1 and \bfitM 2 with the same dimensions, we have following inequality:
(A.4)

1
2\bfitM 1T \bfitM 2 \leq  \delta \bfitM 1T \bfitM 1 + \bfitM 2T \bfitM 2 ,
\delta 

where \delta  > 0 can be any constant. Let
\bigtriangleup 

1

\bigtriangleup 

1

\bfitM 1 =  - \bfitH k2 \bfiteta 1 , \bfitM 2 = \bfitH k2 \bfiteta 2 ,
and substitute this into (A.4); it is easy to see

(A.5)

1
2\bfitM 1T \bfitM 2 =  -  2\bfiteta 1T \bfitH k \bfiteta 2 \leq  \delta \bfitM 1T \bfitM 1 + \bfitM 2T \bfitM 2
\delta 
1 T
T
=\delta \bfiteta 1 \bfitH k \bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2 \bfitH k \bfiteta 2 .
\delta 
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Then we can obtain
1
s3 = 2\bfiteta 1T \bfitH k \bfiteta 2 \geq   - \delta \bfiteta 1T \bfitH k \bfiteta 1  -  \bfiteta 2T \bfitH k \bfiteta 2
\delta 
1
=  -  \delta s1  -  s2 .
\delta 

(A.6)

From (A.3) and (A.6), it is obvious that
(A.7)

1
\bfiteta  T \Delta k \bfiteta  \geq  (1  -  \delta )s1 + (1  -  )s2 + s4 + s5 + s6 .
\delta 

Now, we proceed to estimate si one by one.
Note that
\biggl(  \sum 
\biggl(  \sum 
\biggr) T
\biggr) 
m
m
s1 = \bfiteta 1T \bfitH k \bfiteta 1 =
xj \bfitxi j \bfitH k
xj \bfitxi j
(A.8)
j=1
j=1
= \bfitX  T \Xi T \bfitH k \Xi \bfitX ,
where \bfitX  = [x1 , . . . , xm ]T , \Xi  = [\bfitxi 1 , . . . , \bfitxi m ].
Since

\left( 
\bfite 1
\bfite 1
1
\Xi  = \surd 
..
n
.

\bfite 2
\bfite 2
..
.

\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
..
.

\bfite m
\bfite m
..
.

\bfite 1

\bfite 2

\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 

\bfite m

\right) 
,
mn\times m

it is easy to show that
\bfitH k1 \bfite 1
\bfitH k2 \bfite 1
..
.

\bfitH k1 \bfite 2
\bfitH k2 \bfite 2
..
.

\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
..
.

\bfitH k1 \bfite m
\bfitH k2 \bfite m
..
.

\bfitH kn \bfite 1

\bfitH kn \bfite 2

\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 

\bfitH kn \bfite m

\left( 
1
\bfitH k \Xi  = \surd 
n

1 \bigl( 
= \surd  \bfitH k1
n

\bfitH k2

\cdot  \cdot  \cdot 

\bfitH kn

\bigr) T

\right) 

.

Similarly, we can obtain
\left( 
\Xi T \bfitH k \Xi  =

1
n

\bfite T1 \bfitH k1 + \bfite T1 \bfitH k2 + \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  + \bfite T1 \bfitH kn
\bfite T2 \bfitH k1 + \bfite T2 \bfitH k2 + \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  + \bfite T2 \bfitH kn
..
.

\right) 

\bfite Tm \bfitH k1 + \bfite Tm \bfitH k2 + \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  + \bfite Tm \bfitH kn

n

=

1 \sum  i
\bfitH  .
n i=1 k

From this, we have
n

\Xi T \bfitH k \Xi  =

(A.9)

1 \sum  i
1
\bfitH  = \Gamma k .
n i=1 k
n

Substitute (A.9) into (A.8); it can be deduced that
m

(A.10)

s1 =

1 T
\lambda min (\Gamma k ) \sum  2
\bfitX  \Gamma k \bfitX  \geq 
xj .
n
n
j=1
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Notice that
mn
\sum 

2

| s2 |  \leq  hc\| \bfiteta 2 \|  = hc

(A.11)

x2j .

j=m+1

\sum m

Since \bfiteta 1 = j=1 xj \bfitxi j and \bfitxi j (1 \leq  j \leq  m) is the eigenvector corresponding to the zero
eigenvalue, we have
(A.12)

s4 = s6 = 0.

For s5 , we know that
s5 =h\nu 

(A.13)

mn
\sum 

mn
\sum 

lj x2j \geq  h\nu lm+1

j=m+1

x2j .

j=m+1

Denote
\bigtriangleup 

y=

m
\sum 

x2j .

j=1
\bigtriangleup 

\bigtriangleup 

Denote \rho k = \lambda min (\Delta k ) and \lambda k = \lambda min (\Gamma k ), and here we choose \delta  \in  (0, 1); we have
by (A.3)
1
1  -  \delta 
\lambda k y + (1  -  )hc(1  -  y) + h\nu lm+1 (1  -  y)
n
\delta 
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 
1  -  \delta 
hc
hc
=
\lambda k  -  (h\nu lm+1 + hc  -  ) y + (h\nu lm+1 + hc  -  ),
n
\delta 
\delta 

\rho k \geq 
(A.14)

y \in  [0, 1].

Here we choose \delta  = c/(c + 0.5lm+1 \nu ) and since \lambda k \in  [0, nhc]; then we have
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 
0.5lm+1 h\nu 
(A.15)
\rho k \geq 
\lambda k  -  0.5lm+1 h\nu  y + 0.5lm+1 h\nu , y \in  [0, 1].
nhc + 0.5lm+1 \nu nh
It is easy to obtain
\rho k \geq 
where 0 < \sigma  =

0.5lm+1 h\nu 
lm+1 \nu 
\lambda k =
\lambda k = \sigma \lambda k ,
nhc + 0.5lm+1 \nu nh
2nc + lm+1 \nu n

lm+1 \nu 
2nc+lm+1 \nu n .

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4.

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 5.10.
positive constant C such that
n
k+h
\sum 
\sum 

We should show that there exists a

Aij \geq  CIm

i=1 j=k+1

\sum n \sum k+h
\forall k \geq  0. We first prove that for any k \geq  0, the eigenvalues of matrices i=1 j=k+1 Aij
are all positive. This can be done through contradiction by assuming that there exists
\sum n \sum k\ast  +h
a time instant k \ast  such that the smallest eigenvalue of matrix i=1 j=k\ast  +1 Aij is 0.
Denote the unit eigenvector of 0 is \beta k\ast  ; then we have
(B.1)

\bfitbeta kT\ast 

\ast 
\biggl(  \sum 
n
k\sum 
+h

\biggr) 
Aij \bfitbeta k\ast  = 0.

i=1 j=k\ast  +1
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Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4, we know that \scrL  has only one zero eigenvalue whose unit eigenvector is \surd 1n (1, . . . , 1)T , i.e., \surd 1n 1, where 1 = (1, . . . , 1)Tn\times 1 .
Correspondingly, \scrL  \otimes  Im has m zero eigenvalues whose orthogonal unit eigenvectors
are
1
1
\bfitxi 1 = \surd  1 \otimes  \bfite 1 , . . . , \bfitxi m = \surd  1 \otimes  \bfite m ,
n
n
where \bfite i is a unit column vector with the ith element is 1 and the dimension is m.
The other eigenvalues of \scrL  \otimes  Im are lm+1 , . . . , lmn whose orthogonal unit eigenvectors
are denoted as \bfitxi m+1 , . . . , \bfitxi mn , correspondingly. Note that for an arbitrary unit vector
\bfiteta  \in  \BbbR mn , it can be expressed as
\bfiteta  =

m
\sum 

xj \bfitxi j +

j=1

where

\sum m

2
j=1 xj

+

\sum mn

2
j=m+1 xj

\bfitH ki \ast 

=

mn
\sum 

\bigtriangleup 

xj \bfitxi j = \bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2 ,

j=m+1

= 1. Now, let

\ast 
k\sum 
+h

Aij , \bfitH k\ast  = diag\{ \bfitH k1\ast  , . . . , \bfitH kn\ast  \} .

j=k\ast  +1

Then we denote
\Delta k\ast  = \bfitH k\ast  + h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im ).

(B.2)
Note also that

\bigtriangleup 

\Gamma k\ast  =

(B.3)

n
\sum 

\bfitH ki \ast  .

i=1

By (B.2), let us consider the following form:
\bfiteta  T \Delta k\ast  \bfiteta  =(\bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2 )T \Delta k\ast  (\bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2 )
=\bfiteta 1T \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2T \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 2 + 2\bfiteta 1T \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 2
+ \bfiteta 1T [h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )]\bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2T [h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )]\bfiteta 2

(B.4)

+ 2\bfiteta 1T [h\nu (\scrL  \otimes  Im )]\bfiteta 2
\bigtriangleup 

\ast 

\ast 

\ast 

=sk1 + sk2 + sk3 + s4 + s5 + s6 .
For two column vectors \bfitM 1 and \bfitM 2 with the same dimensions, we have the following
inequality:
1
2\bfitM 1T \bfitM 2 \leq  \delta \bfitM 1T \bfitM 1 + \bfitM 2T \bfitM 2 ,
\delta 
where \delta  > 0 can be any constant. Let

(B.5)

\bigtriangleup 

1/2

\bigtriangleup 

1/2

\bfitM 1 = \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 1 , \bfitM 2 = \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 2 ,
and substitute this into (B.5); it is easy to have
2\bfitM 1T \bfitM 2 = 2\bfiteta 1T \bfitH ks \bfiteta 2
1
\leq  \delta \bfitM 1T \bfitM 1 + \bfitM 2T \bfitM 2
\delta 
1
T
= \delta \bfiteta 1 \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 1T \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 1 .
\delta 
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\ast 

sk3 = 2\bfiteta 1T \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 2
1
\leq  \delta \bfiteta 1T \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 1 + \bfiteta 2T \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 2
\delta 
1 k\ast 
k\ast 
= \delta s1 + s2 .
\delta 

(B.6)

From (B.4) and (B.6), it is obvious that
(B.7)

\ast 
1 \ast 
\bfiteta  T \Delta k\ast  \bfiteta  \leq  (1 + \delta )sk1 + (1 + )sk2 + s4 + s5 + s6 .
\delta 
\ast 

\ast 

Now, we will estimate sk1 , sk2 , s4 , s5 , and s6 . By Lemma 5.4, we know that
\biggl(  \sum 
\biggr) 
\biggl(  \sum 
\biggr) T
m
m
k\ast 
T
s1 = \bfiteta 1 \bfitH k\ast  \bfiteta 1 =
xj \bfitxi j
xj \bfitxi j \bfitH k\ast 
j=1

j=1
T

T

= \bfitX  \Xi  \bfitH k\ast  \Xi \bfitX 
\biggl(  n
\biggr) 
1 T \sum  i
\bfitH k\ast  \bfitX 
= \bfitX 
n
i=1

(B.8)

=

1
\cdot  \bfitX  T \Gamma k\ast  \bfitX ,
n

where \bfitX  = [x1 , . . . , xm ]T \in  \BbbR m , \Xi  = [\bfitxi 1 , . . . , \bfitxi m ].
Notice that
\ast 
| sk2 | 

(B.9)

mn
\sum 

2

\leq  hc\| \bfiteta 2 \|  = hc

x2j .

j=m+1

\sum m
Since \bfiteta 1 = j=1 xj \bfitxi j and \bfitxi j (1 \leq  j \leq  m) is the eigenvector corresponding to the zero
eigenvalue, we have
(B.10)

s4 = s6 = 0.

For s5 , we know that
(B.11)

s5 = h\nu 

mn
\sum 

lj x2j \leq  h\nu lmn

j=m+1

mn
\sum 

x2j ,

j=m+1

where lmn is the largest eigenvalue of matrix \scrL  \otimes  Im .
Denote
m
\bigtriangleup  \sum  2
y=
xj \in  [0, 1].
j=1

By (B.7)(B.8)(B.9)(B.10)(B.11) and denoting \rho k\ast  = \lambda min (\Delta k\ast  ), we know that for any
y \in  [0, 1],
(B.12)

\rho k\ast  \leq 

1
1 + \delta 
\cdot  \bfitX  T \Gamma k\ast  \bfitX  + (1 + )hc(1  -  y) + h\nu lmn (1  -  y).
n
\delta 

We can take \bfitX  = \bfitbeta k\ast  ; then we have
\rho k\ast  \leq  (1 + \delta )

\mu 
\cdot  \bfitX  T \Gamma k\ast  \bfitX  = 0,
n
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which \sum 
contradicts with \rho k\ast  > 0. Then for any k \geq  0, the eigenvalues of matrices
\sum 
n
k+h
i
i=1
j=k+1 Aj are all positive.
Secondly, we prove that all of the eigenvalues of the above matrix must have
a uniform lower bound C > 0 with respect to k \geq  0. This can be done through
contradiction by assuming that there exists an eigenvalue \sigma k and a sequence \{ ks \} \infty 
s=1
such that lims\rightarrow \infty  \sigma ks = 0. Denote the unit eigenvector of \sigma ks as \bfitbeta ks \in  \BbbR m . Then we
have
(B.13)

lim \bfitbeta kTs

\biggl\{  \sum 
k\sum 
n
s +h

s\rightarrow \infty 

\biggr\} 
Aij \bfitbeta ks = lim \bfitbeta kTs \sigma ks \bfitbeta ks = 0.
s\rightarrow \infty 

i=1 j=ks +1

Similar to the above proof, we can take \bfitX  = \bfitbeta ks ; then we have
\rho ks \leq  (1 + \delta )

\mu 
\cdot  \bfitX  T \Gamma ks \bfitX .
n

It is obvious that
lim \rho ks \leq  (1 + \delta )

s\rightarrow \infty 

\mu 
\cdot  lim \bfitbeta  T \Gamma k \bfitbeta k = 0,
n s\rightarrow \infty  ks s s

which contradicts with (5.12). Therefore, we conclude that there exists a positive
constant C such that
n
k+h
\sum 
\sum 
Aij \geq  CIm
i=1 j=k+1

\forall k \geq  0. This completes the proof.
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